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High-speed transport of liquid droplets in magnetic
tubular microactuators
Wenwei Lei1*, Guanglei Hou2*, Mingjie Liu1,3*, Qinfeng Rong1, Yichao Xu1,3, Ye Tian2†, Lei Jiang1,2,3
Magnetic field–induced droplet actuation has attracted substantial research interest in recent years. However,
current magnetic-controlled liquids depend primarily on magnetic particles added to a droplet, which serves as
the actuator on an open surface. These liquids inevitably suffer from droplet splitting with the magnetic particles or disengaging with the magnet, possibly leading to sample contamination, which severely limits their
transport speed and practical applications. Here, we report a simple and additive-free method to fabricate
magnetic tubular microactuators for manipulating liquid droplets by magnetism-induced asymmetric deformation, which generates an adjustable capillary force to propel liquids. These magnetic tubular microactuators can
drive various liquid droplets with controllable velocity and direction. A speed of 10 cm s−1 can be achieved,
representing the highest speed of liquid motion driven by an external stimulus–induced capillary force in a
closed tube found so far.

The controlled manipulation of small amounts of liquid has attracted
substantial research interest (1–6). From the perspectives of scientific
research and practical application, the control of fluid stream or droplet is extremely important, especially for the fields of biosensing (7),
medical diagnostics (8), drug delivery (9, 10), and “lab-on-a-chip” DNA
purifications (11). Thus far, there have been many reports on actuating liquid droplets with external thermal gradients, light, electric fields,
and magnetic fields (12–16). Magnetic actuation is recognized as one
promising method for liquid actuation based on its several advantages,
including long-range action, large control forces, and weak interaction
between the magnetic field and the liquid droplet. However, to the best
of our knowledge, almost all previous reports on the magnetic manipulation of droplet used magnetic particles added to the droplet as the
actuator on an open surface (2, 17–19). These methods inevitably suffer
from droplet splitting with the magnetic particles or disengaging with
the magnet, possibly leading to sample contamination and substantially
limiting their potential use in general applications.
The self-propelled motion of a droplet is generally achieved by droplet asymmetry caused by a chemical reaction, a temperature gradient, or
an asymmetric geometry (20, 21). For example, drops in tapered tubes
can self-propel toward the narrow region because of the Laplace pressure gradient (21, 22). These self-propelled droplet motions can occur
only when the pinning force is negligible compared to the driving force
induced by the wettability gradient or the Laplace pressure gradient.
Because the pinning force depends on the degree of contact angle
hysteresis (CAH), it can be overcome by designing tubular microactuators. Recently, Lv et al. (23) reported a strategy to manipulate fluid
slugs by photoinduced asymmetric deformation of cross-linked liquid
crystal polymer tubular microactuators, which induces capillary forces
that can be used for liquid propulsion. Although this is a remarkable
method for designing tubular microactuators, its relatively low
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transport speed, requirement for specific materials, and complex preparation process severely restrict its application in real life.
To resolve these limitations, here, we report a simple and reliable
method for fast liquid transport by using asymmetric magnetic tubular
microactuators (MTMAs). The MTMAs are prepared from a novel designed magnetic polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) base soft tube, showing
asymmetric deformation in a magnetic field (Fig. 1A). The deformation
of the upper part of the tube is induced by the magnetic field, which
leads to asymmetric deformation with respect to the tube section
containing the liquid droplet. As the magnet moves, this asymmetric
deformation takes the shape of a dynamic conical tube, producing a
Laplace pressure gradient that induces forward liquid transport. The
MTMAs move droplets toward the narrower end, overcoming CAH
via the asymmetric deformation of the tube induced by the magnetic
field. The speed of partially wetting liquids reaches 10 cm s−1, which
is the highest speed of liquid motion driven by an external stimulus–
induced capillary force in closed tubular microactuators found so far.
Because our microactuators do not require the addition of any magneticsensitive particles into liquids, various liquid droplets can be successfully
manipulated in the MTMA with controllable velocity and direction
and can even run uphill. As far as we know, this is the first investigation
into the magnetic on-demand actuation of an additive-free liquid in a
closed channel.

RESULTS

Fabrication of MTMAs
MTMAs were fabricated from low-cost cross-linked PDMS and
magnetic carbonyl iron powder. A simple preparation approach
for MTMAs is shown in fig. S1. This approach includes two PDMS
curing processes. First, pure PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) was
thoroughly mixed with the curing reagent at a weight ratio of 10:1.
Then, the mixture was coated on steel capillaries with different outer
diameters, which were maintained vertically at room temperature for
different duration times, followed by thermal curing at 60°C for 20 min.
From the above step, we can obtain a uniform PDMS steel capillary.
Second, ferromagnetic iron (Fe) particles were doped in PDMS prepolymer with vigorous stirring to form a mixture. Then, the mixture
was coated on a clean glass slide using the tape-casting method to form a
thickness of approximately 100 mm. The previously obtained PDMS
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steel capillary was carefully placed on the magnetic PDMS layer,
covering the capillary with a thin layer of magnetic PDMS, and then
thermally cured at 80°C for 60 min. A low temperature and a short
time for curing were used in the first curing process, allowing the two

Driving liquid droplets in MTMAs by
asymmetric deformation
Asymmetrical deformation is crucial for building tubular microactuators that induce a capillary force for propelling liquids. Side views of the
instantaneous states (original state, begin to deform, final state) of a
liquid droplet in the obtained MTMAs are shown in Fig. 1B. Because
of the wetting property with a CA of 25.8 ± 2.4° on the PDMS surface
in the air, a partially wetting liquid (ethanol, dyed by rhodamine B)
in the tube can form a very clear concave surface. Under a magnetic
field (a cylindrical magnet with a diameter of 4 mm and a surface
magnetic field intensity of 0.5 T), the ethanol deformed with the MTMA
in an asymmetric manner, and these MTMAs can thus successfully
manipulate liquid motion with a magnet (Fig. 1C and movie S1).
The deformation of MTMAs with different diameters under a
magnetic field is shown in fig. S5 (B to D). The degree of deformation is
potentiated as increasing the diameter. There was little deformation
when the diameter was less than 0.8 mm, but noticeable deformation

Fig. 2. Optical images showing magnetic-controlled motion of ethanol. Each parallel row shows the results for a different magnet speed, and the yellow arrows
denote the magnet movement direction. (A) 1 cm s−1. (B) 3 cm s−1. (C) 7 cm s−1. (D) 10 cm s−1. In each column, there is a different liquid volume: 10, 15, and 20 ml. The
ethanol droplets can be propelled without disengagement from the magnet. Scale bars, 1 cm (movie S2).
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Fig. 1. Design of MTMAs. (A) Schematics showing the motion of a liquid droplet
of wetting liquid confined in an MTMA driven by a magnetic field. (B) Side views of
the corresponding instantaneous state of the liquid droplet in the obtained MTMAs.
(C) Lateral photographs of the magnetic-induced motion of an ethanol droplet in
an MTMA fixed on a substrate. The magnet moves from left to right. The ethanol
droplet is propelled toward the right; when the direction of the magnet is reversed
(bottom row), the direction of movement of the droplet is also reversed (movie S1).

PDMS layers to combine very well without delamination. Last, the
completely cured PDMS steel capillary was swelled in hexane and
then quickly demolded. Following the optimization of the combinations of different capillaries and magnetic stripe thicknesses (figs. S2
and S3), the wall thicknesses of the nonmagnetic stripe area and the
magnetic strip were chosen at approximately 110 and 70 mm, respectively, for further study. Figure S4 illustrates that the magnetic stripe
can be well combined with the PDMS capillary.
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could be observed when the diameter is increased to 2.0 mm. This is
consistent with the fact that tubes with smaller diameter are more
difficult to deform (24, 25). Unless stated otherwise, the MTMAs
used in this work were prepared with a diameter of 2.0 mm. When
the droplet deformed with the MTMA due to the magnetic force, the
resultant asymmetric deformation constituted a minimum opening
angle of approximately 4° (fig. S5F). In the absence of a liquid drop
(fig. S5G), the deformation induced by the magnetic force produces a
maximum opening angle of approximately 10°. Therefore, with the
uniform movement of the magnet, the continuous deformation of the
MTMAs forms a dynamic conical capillary, which generates an adjustable capillary force to propel liquids toward the narrower end.

Various liquid droplets propelled by magnetic forces
in MTMAs
Because these MTMAs do not require the addition of any magneticsensitive particles in the driven liquids, various liquid droplets could

Table 1. Properties of various probe liquids collected from the literature or through laboratory testing. The light blue area represents the conditions that
droplets can be driven in MAMTs by the magnetic force, while the light yellow area represents the conditions that droplets cannot be driven in MAMTs by the
magnetic force.

*Surface tension and viscosity collected from the literature at 25°C (37, 38).
obtained from laboratory tests by our research group at 25°C.
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†Percentage of ethanol in the mixture.

‡Surface tension and viscosity
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Propelling different volume liquid droplets at different
velocities in MTMAs
Recent efforts have been directed toward the use of various external
stimuli (such as thermal gradients, light, electric fields, and chemicals)
for liquid transport. Although each of these methods has unique advantages, the major obstacle they all encounter is hysteresis forces
(26). Hysteresis forces often lead to deceleration and stagnation of the
droplet. Therefore, for conventional methods, the typical transport
speeds of the liquid droplet (ranging from mm s−1 to mm s−1) are often
too slow for practical applications in real life (27). However, our
MTMAs can successfully surmount this problem. As shown in Fig. 2,
the transport process of a liquid (ethanol, dyed by rhodamine B) with
different volumes was recorded using a digital camera. When the magnet underneath the droplet was moved at a speed of 1 cm s−1, the eth-

anol droplet can be propelled slowly with the continuous deformation
of MTMA. When we increased the volume of the ethanol droplet from
10 to 25 ml, the droplet still moved with the magnet (Fig. 2A and movie
S2). Furthermore, the speed of the magnet is increased from 4 to 10 cm s−1,
and both a small droplet (10 ml) and a large droplet (25 ml) can move at a
constant speed with the magnet, rather than disengage from the magnet
(Fig. 2, B to D, and movie S2). This behavior indicates that the MTMA
can provide a sufficient driving force to overcome the hysteresis
forces for liquid droplet movement with high velocity. Upon further increases in the speed of the magnet, the instantaneous magnetic force
cannot induce the deformation of the MTMA (28–30). We also consider other factors that can affect the movement of the droplets, such as the
diameter of the tube, the addition of magnetic nanoparticles to the tube,
and the strength of the magnet. The effects of these factors on the movement of droplets are shown in fig. S6, which can help us further apply
these MTMAs on demand. The movement speed of the ethanol reaches
10 cm s−1, which is the highest speed reported thus far in the literature
for a droplet moving in tubular microactuators at room temperature.
A detailed comparison is provided in table S1. The present method
achieves the highest speed and has several other advantages in preparation materials, energy consumption, and little sample contamination (15, 18, 23, 31–35).
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be successfully manipulated. Table 1 lists the wetting behaviors on a
PDMS film of a series of liquids with different surface tensions and
viscosities. In our MTMAs, we investigated a wide range of partially
wetting liquids, such as ethanol, ethyl acetate, hexadecane, isopropyl
alcohol, and n-butyl alcohol (Fig. 3, A and B, and movie S3), and
found that our MTMAs can successfully drive these liquids at different
speeds. The specific details of magnetic-induced motion of water and
ethanol mixture (ethanol, 80 volume %) are shown in Fig. 3C. It can
be seen that the velocity of the droplet decreases with increasing water
percentage (movie S4). This is to be expected, because larger amount of
water makes the CAH increase (from 6.82 ± 0.4° to 17.3 ± 0.1°), reinforcing the pinning force. However, the droplet cannot be moved
anymore when the water content is increased to 40%, corresponding
to a CA of 63.2 ± 2.1°, which greatly broadens the range of the driven
liquid (36). Droplet motion on a slope is more difficult than that on a
horizontal surface because a large driving force is needed to overcome
the resistance of the slope. As shown in Fig. 3D, our MTMAs can
propel an ethanol droplet uphill on an incline with a speed of
1 cm s−1 (movie S5). Considering the effect of liquid swelling on devices, a stability test was carried out on the tensile performance of the
MTMAs after every 100 uses in liquid transport. The fracture length
and elastic modulus were found to be stable after ethanol droplet was
transported 500 times (fig. S7, A and B). The swelling of PDMS by
hexadecane was more serious than that by ethanol. However, in our
MTMAs, the speed of the liquid transmission was much faster, allowing
Lei et al., Sci. Adv. 2018; 4 : eaau8767
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the hexadecane to be transported in a very short time. As shown in fig.
S7 (C and D), after 300 cycles of liquid transport, the fracture length and
elastic modulus began to decline. In addition, the movement of the liquid was synchronized with the switch in the magnet movement direction, and there was no hysteresis during a quick moving direction
switch, whereas other methods based on external stimuli require a long
period of time to change the liquid moving direction.

DISCUSSION

To better understand the droplet driving behavior, we next analyze
the driving mechanism for liquid transport in the MTMAs. Figure 4
illustrates the liquid transport behavior in the MTMAs. A liquid
drop in an MTMA with radius r forms menisci with angles q1 and
q2 (Fig. 4A). Without the magnetic force, the two menisci are symmetric (q1 ≈ q2), and the droplet is in a stationary state of mechanical
equilibrium. When a magnetic force is applied, the soft tube will deform, causing a difference in the Laplace pressure (qR > qA), which will
drive the droplet toward the narrower end (Fig. 4B). Figure 4C shows
that the diameter of the tube at different positions declines with the
increase of magnetic field (the closer the magnet, the greater the
magnetic field), whereas the diameter of the tube at different positions
without the magnetic field remains nearly constant. Therefore, the
tube deforms to an asymmetric cone-like geometry, which generates
an adjustable capillary force to propel the liquid in the direction of the
4 of 7
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Fig. 3. Various magnetic-controlled liquid droplets in MTMAs. (A and B) Optical images showing magnetic-controlled motion of nonviscous liquids, including butyl
alcohol, ethyl acetate, 1,2-dichloroethane, and n-hexadecane (movie S3). In all rows, the yellow arrows denote the magnet motion direction. (C) Optical images showing
magnetic-controlled motion of a water and ethanol mixture. The mixture can be driven when the ethanol content is more than 60%, which corresponds to a CA of less
than ~65° (movie S4). (D) Optical images showing magnetic-controlled motion of an ethanol droplet moving up an incline (movie S5).
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where W is the length of the advancing contact line, which is equal
to pR, and R is the diameter of the MTMA. The term Dcosq =
cosqR − cosqA, where qR is the receding CA and qA is the advancing
CA. The viscous resistance force is given by (22, 23)
F V ≈ 8phLυ

magnet movement. The curvature variation of the menisci at each end
of the liquid column and apex gives rise to a difference in the Laplace
pressure (DP), which scales as (22, 23)
DP ≈ ð4g cosqÞ=ax  ð4g cosqÞ=aðx þ LÞ ≈ ð4g LcosqÞ=ðax^2Þ ð1Þ
where g is the liquid surface tension, q is the CA of the liquid, a is the
apex angle, x is the distance of the precursor from the apex, and L is the
length of the precursor. In our case, the distance between the liquid slug
and the apex is much larger than the length of the liquid slug (x ≫ L).
Therefore, the capillary force (driving force, FD) scales as (22, 23)
F D ≈ pagLcosq

ð2Þ

This implies that the Laplace pressure on the precursor with a small
curvature is always larger than that at the end of droplet with a large
curvature; therefore, the resultant capillary force will drive the droplet
to move toward the direction where the tube becomes narrower. If the
magnet is fixed, the deformed section of tube is also fixed; the droplet
will slowly move to find the mechanical equilibrium state again. Now,
if we move the magnet to the right side (a very short distance), the
deformed part of the tube will be relaxed as the imposed magnetic
force becomes weaker. However, a new deformed section of tube
forms, and the resultant capillary force pushes the droplet rightward.
This indicates that if the magnet keeps moving, the droplet also moves
following the magnet. One could imagine that there would be an upper
velocity limit, above which the tube and droplet do not have enough
time to deform, and the droplet will stop following the magnet.
The above discussion is valid for the case where the driving capillary
force dominates. This is true for nonviscous and completely wetting
liquids, as the resistant force there is negligible. As we all know, almost all liquids do not completely wet on a PDMS film. The liquid
droplet motion is resisted by not only the viscous resistance (FV) but
also the adhesive force (FA) arising from the CAH. The adhesive
force is scaled as (22, 23)
F A ≈ gWDcosq
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where h is the coefficient of kinetic viscosity of the liquid and u is the
average speed of fluid motion.
Only when the capillary driving force is larger than the sum of
the adhesive force and viscous resistance force can a partially wetting
liquid be propelled. For nonviscous liquids, such as ethanol, isopropyl
alcohol, ethyl acetate, and water, the CAH was previously regarded as
a resistance force for liquid motion. In our case, the apex angle a of the
MTMA is usually within the range of 0.07 to 0.17 according to the above
calculation. We performed calculations for a series of low-viscosity
liquids with various wettabilities (Table 1) and found that the threshold
CA for droplet motion is approximately 63.2 ± 2.1°. The calculation
results in table S2 agree well with the experimental results, which
show that a less viscous liquid with a CA of less than ~65° in MTMAs
can be propelled by magnetism (light blue area in Table 1). Our
MTMAs greatly broaden the range of driven liquids without requiring
further treatment of the surface to achieve complete wetting. It should
also be pointed out that the actuation of a higher viscosity and more
hydrophobic liquid with these MTMAs remains challenging (light
yellow area in Table 1). Besides, due to the large driving force and
instantaneous response of magnetism, our MTMAs can transport
liquids at a relatively high speed. Based on the above discussion, an
operating diagram is shown in fig. S8 for our result regarding the case of
a 10-ml droplet. The diagram shows three distinct operating regions:
steady droplet transport, magnet disengagement, and region in which
the droplet cannot be driven.
In summary, we have developed a simple, effective, and low-cost
strategy to fabricate asymmetric magnetic PDMS-based tubular microactuators. The MTMAs can successfully manipulate liquid motion
with a magnet, generating an adjustable capillary force to propel a liquid
toward the narrower end. Furthermore, the MTMAs do not require the
addition of magnetic particles (content and properties); thus, MTMAs
can better maintain the properties of transporting the droplets without
contamination and can prevent the liquid from splitting from the
magnetic particles or disengaging from the magnet. Moreover, lowerviscosity liquids with a CA of less than ~65° can be driven with controllable speed and direction, without further treatment of the MTMA inner
wall to achieve complete wetting. The movement of the liquid droplet
can be controlled up to a speed of 10 cm s−1, which is, to our knowledge,
a very high speed of liquid motion driven by a magnetic-induced capillary
force in a closed tubular microactuator. We believe that the extended
research related to tubular microactuators based on a magnetic force
will shed new light on liquid manipulation, with a corresponding
potential for wide applications.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of the MTMAs
First, the Sylgard monomer PDMS 184 and the curing agent were mixed
in a 1:10 ratio. This PDMS prepolymer was coated on the steel capillary
with an outer diameter of 2 mm and kept in vertical direction at room
temperature for 6 min, followed by thermal curing at 60°C for 20 min.
Second, carbonyl iron powder (<10 mm) was added to the PDMS
5 of 7
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Fig. 4. Mechanism of the magnetic-controlled liquid transport behavior.
Menisci formed by a liquid drop in an MTMA. (A) Steady state. (B) Conditions
for droplet motion induced by the tube asymmetric deformation. (C) Snapshot
of a droplet in its transport process and the correspondence between the true
actuator and the simplified model.

ð4Þ
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prepolymer with vigorous stirring to form a mixture containing 70%
iron powder. The compound was coated on clean glass slide using
the tape-casting method, and the as-prepared film thickness was
~100 mm. Then, the previously obtained PDMS tube was carefully
placed on the iron-doped PDMS prepolymer film, followed by
secondary thermal curing at 80°C for 1 hour. Last, the whole tube
was swelled in the hexane, the PDMS tube was quickly peeled off,
and then the MTMAs were obtained.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/4/12/eaau8767/DC1
Fig. S1. The schematic procedure for preparing MTMA.
Fig. S2. The scanning electron microscopy images of obtained MTMAs.
Fig. S3. The plots of MTMA thicknesses.
Fig. S4. The scanning electron microscopy images of MTMA chosen in our experiment.
Fig. S5. The deformation of MTMAs with different diameters under magnetic field and the
liquid droplet wetting property in MTMAs.
Fig. S6. Factors influencing the speed of droplet motion.
Fig. S7. Stability test of MTMAs after different numbers of liquid transport cycles.
Fig. S8. A phase diagram about the droplet motion.
Table S1. Comparison of various liquid driving systems.
Table S2. Calculation results for different forces on the probe liquids.
Movie S1. Driving liquid droplet in the MTMAs by asymmetric deformation.
Movie S2. Propelling different volume of liquid droplets by different velocities in MTMAs.
Movie S3. Various liquid droplets propelled by magnetic forces in MTMAs.
Movie S4. Magnetic-controlled water and ethanol mixture motion.
Movie S5. Magnetic-controlled droplet motion on an incline.
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